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"It's easy to work with, you'll save time, you'll save money. I 
was able to be up on my scaffold more and push my men more. I 
was able to get my material up there faster."

"Using the remote control saves me on labor and time. I don't 
have to be in the cab, get out of the machine, go on top of the 
scaffold and answer questions. I'm already on top of the scaffold 
bringing the material up and answering any questions my 
foreman has. The Magni made a 3-person job into a 2-person 
job."

"I can be stationary and with the 360-degrees of rotation, I 
have to move the machine far less than a traditional machine. 
This saved us a lot of time and money and gave us a much 
cleaner jobsite. With less movement it is also much safer."

"I picked up operation of the machine quickly, anyone 
who has driven a machine will pick it up quickly. I think you'll 
get spoiled frankly, with the articulation and controls." 

"In terms of safety, this machine won't let you do anything 
stupid. It has its own safeguards built in." 

"I was able to set limestone 3-4 times faster with a 
Rotating Magni Telehandler than I could have with a 
traditional telehandler. This kind of productivity allows me 
to bid more competitively on and win more work.”



MAGNI MAKES YOU MONEY!
FUNCTION TRADITIONAL 

 EQUIPMENT
CAN MAGNI 

REPLACE? ATTACHMENT NEEDED COMMENT

Materials Forklift / Crane Yes Forks or Rotating Forks, 
Jib with Hook

Eliminate crane rental expense and operator costs. RTH allows 

Set Material Over 
62 feet Forklift / Crane Yes Forks, Rotating Forks, Jib 

with Hook, Jib with Winch Eliminate crane rental expense and operator costs.

and less movement.

Deliver Materials to Forklift Yes Forks or Rotating Forks
RTH allows for faster placement and less movement; Rotating 
fork enhances ability to place materials in tight spots and inside 
buildings

Reduce
for faster placement and less movement to offload.

Reduce

Reduce
and less movement.

load is within safety triangle.

RTH allows for faster placement and less movement; Rotating
fork enhances ability to place materials in tight spots and
inside buildings.

Magni Telehandlers deliver increased 
productivity and safety with increased profits.

A M E R I C A ,  L L C

(833) 624-6487

Forklift/Crane YesPosition Material 
on the Site


